The last game was played on the Farmville basketball court on Friday night, February 4, between the Normal team and the Farmville Teachers College and H. T. C. team.

In spite of the fact that the located score of 46-0 would seem to indicate a slow easy game, Saturday night was far from being so easy. The passing was quick and accurate. Both teams proved their knowledge of the tactics of the basketball game by their clever guarding, dodging and shooting.

Dean started the scoring for the home by dropping in a drive through the hoops. Once the scoring had started there seemed to be a mutual understanding between the last two and the basket at H. T. C.'s end of the court was left for which to touch. Until the last few moments of the game were played as though H. T. C.'s side would make no score.

The normal team won by a 46-0 score. Farmville declined to make anything more than a token effort to answer the points. Dean copied two goals meeting him on a drive and the other at the nine inches at the close of the quarter.

On the second quarter Farmville took the lead in basket fighting to seven. She gained a point from her opponent's errors in the second and another at the quarter, minus another. But the magisterial quietness of each of the Farmville players, and when the quarter closed the score stood 16-4 favoring the Normal.

The last half of the game brought a few changes in the Farmville line and a few changes of score and when the visitors in the second quarter were in the outright guard of all three Farmville and the scoring of their scoring. The third quarter brought 27-16, T. C. C. leading.

Johannes gave her a chance to play in the last half of the game. Gladding was run in to get the attention of Mrs. Strong and Garrison both played. All three of them played their best of the line. Such good one, in fact, that the four that made the home team held the big end and changed their opponents out the little end every minute. Saturday night's game was the last of the season for Normal. It was played by both Nickels and Deans. With leaving H. T. C. this year. They played the game and played it well and played it very well.

(Checked through Page 5 Column 1-)

**SOPHOMORE VARIETIES**

**THE SOPHOMORE VARIETIES THE VOGUE TONIGHT**

Tonight is the night on which the greens and whites and golds will wear the latest fashions. The Sophomore class is presenting its sixth of the year. The sophomore varieties show on Thursday. The effort is for work for several weeks and now from the stage to the foot of the stairs will be a bun-slinger. There will be all variet yed, from the band on the ground and the chorus belting out some new slang on the campus, "beings" meaning those students in the chorus, "singers" meaning those students who fall on their knees, "voices" meaning those students who fall on their knees, "beings" meaning those students in the chorus, "singers" meaning those students who fall on their knees, "voices" meaning those students who fall on their knees..."

The entire student body will welcome the "Mr. and Mrs. Duke return from trip"

Mr. and Mrs. Duke were welcomed back to the campus on Thursday, after a two-week trip to Dallas, Texas. Mr. Duke attended the N. C. A. Convention held there, and Mrs. Duke took her bus for the first time in six years a trip. She was received from Mr. Duke while away having left him with Wesley College in Charlottesville, and on his trip had found him one of the most perfect domicilary he could have found. "I am so happy," she exclaimed. Thus she returned to the campus, "beings" meaning those students in the chorus, "singers" meaning those students who fall on their knees, "voices" meaning those students who fall on their knees..."

The "Sophomore Variety Show."
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AUNT PRUNELLA'S CORNER

MARCH 12, 1927

Dear Prunella,

There is a situation in our school that needs attention. Unlike some schools, we only have two weeks of recess in the summer; however, air below standard, the singing is inefficient and not heard. When called upon to answer, the student body only utters one of a few standard phrases to which our band leader is in the habit of inquiring as to their knowledge of music. It is a great deal. What can I do to make up for the pleasures that I miss?

Dear Aunt Prunella,

In a recent advertisement in the school newspaper, I noticed that the school has a great deal. What can I do to make up for the pleasures that I miss?

Dear Aunt Prunella,

I am a born-horse woman. I am in college and I find the work is a great deal. What can you do to make up for the pleasures that I miss?

FRESHMAN'S CONCEPTION

The spirit of service and cooperation is an asset to any school. During the academic year, the students contribute their time and energy to various service and community organizations, often working together to achieve common goals. It is important to recognize and celebrate the hard work and dedication of these students, as their efforts help to create a more inclusive and supportive school environment for all.

Dear Aunt Prunella,

We are planning to hold aService Day next week in our school. Our principal has suggested that we should invite all the students and faculty to participate. What do you think of this idea?

Dear Aunt Prunella,

I am having trouble with my pronunciation. I feel like I am not being understood in class. What can I do to improve my pronunciation?

Dear Aunt Prunella,

I am having trouble with my pronunciation. I feel like I am not being understood in class. What can I do to improve my pronunciation?

Dear Aunt Prunella,

I am having trouble with my pronunciation. I feel like I am not being understood in class. What can I do to improve my pronunciation?

Dear Aunt Prunella,

I am having trouble with my pronunciation. I feel like I am not being understood in class. What can I do to improve my pronunciation?
MARCH 12, 1927

**THE BREEZE**

**LAST WEEK-END**

Catherine Smith's guest was Bill Hill of W. & L. E.

Mr. W. & L., were guests of Peggy Sexton.

Mrs. L. H. GARY: 72 Court Square.

{\text{...}}

**PRACTICE HOUSE GIRLS ENTERTAIN**

Thursday night the practice house girls entertained from 7:30—10:00 p.m. The talent show was led by Elizabeth Goodrich, Marian Wagner Huggins Ridler, Margaret Conover, Lucy Davis, Bill Alphin, and Helen Yeates. Friday night the practice house girls had as its center, a young lady, Miss Graham, of the farmville-team, Eugene from Southampton, and Mrs. Johnston.

**DINNER PARTY GIVEN BY MARY GWYN**

Mary Gwyn entertained a number of her friends at a birthday dinner in her room in the first floor of the College at 6 o'clock. The dinner was served in three courses. Just before the big birthday cake was cut, the guests posed several times for snapshots.

The guests at the dinner were:

*Mary Gwyn, Mrs. L. L. Sparrow, Miss Doris Williams, temporary student.*

**VICTOR MACHINES**

We serve light lunches and the finest coffees in our 773 busy stores.

** אפשרות המחזEE**

The contest is from January 15 to April 15, 1927, all papers having to be in the hands of the committee in the office of The Breeze, by that time. That is, if five transcriptions are to be submitted by each school. The translations are to be evaluated according to (1) fidelity of thought and correctness of literalness, (2) the exact re-creation in English of the French exigencies, and (3) the sacrifices of the English employed; (3) proper punctuation; (4) correctness of manuscript.

Among the many on the committee in charge are such well-known figures as Professor Sturtevant of the Romance Languages, George Washington University chairman; Durand, Professor Sturtevant, and Arthur Charles Watkins, Associates Secretary, National Council for French, Secretary to the Committee. Much interest is being shown in the contest. The part of the students in the French Department of the College. The French versions of the contest have been procured and work has already begun. From translation and study of the speech come plentiful training, information, and ideals.

The victory of success is half won when one gains the habit of work.—Longfellow.

**PAST EVENTS**

Banquet: "Who would you like to have a hush in your sleeping?" Steward—"No, I. stay on terr, and the boy and, more fe, or long terr."

Ed. Miller of Harrisonburg, Virginia was the guest of Mrs. L. L. Sparrow.

Mary Worsham had as her guest Marshall Sipe of Elkton.

George Yeomans visited Mrs. L. L. Sparrow.

Martha Green visited her roommates.

Louise Hedrick visited Lucy Davis.

Dick Wexler of Staunton was the guest of Martha Green.

Lawrence Littel of Salem visited Sara Belle Shirley.

Leila Drain of Ephratah was the guest of W. E. Marett.

Elizabeth Miller had as her guest Elizabeth Paglia.

Eva Lock of Alexandria was the guest of Sara Lock for the weekend.

Mrs. L. L. Sparrow visited her daughter, Hannah Sawyer.

Mildred King had Caroline Wood from Mary Baldwin as her week-end guest.

Virginia Cheek, of Charlottesville was the guest of Mary Fry.

Mary Lansford had as her guest her sister, Kathleen Lansford.

Wendell Ward and Miss Long were the guests of Ollie Ward.

\[\text{Smiles}\]

A smile is quite a funny thing; it wrinkles up your face.

And when you think you never find its secret hiding places.

But far more wonderful it is to see what smile she saw.

You smile at one, he smiles at you, and so on, smiles go two.

He smiles at one you smile with.

And then that one smiles back.

And that one smiled until the truth you fail in keeping track.

Now since a smile can do great good in keeping track.

It wrinkles up your face, and fashion yet not.

You fail in keeping track.

And that one smiled until the truth you fail in keeping track.

Yes, "I want to make a good impression on the pillow!"

Dinner was served in three courses. Just before the big birthday cake was cut, the guests posed several times for snapshots.

Three prizes were given:

The second prize was $100, the third prize $100, and the third prize $50, to which are being made in Europe with the view to the scientific development of the differences that arise between nations. There are two separate competitions—one open to all students of French in colleges, the other open to all students in secondary schools. Six prizes are offered in each class, the first prize $100, the second prize $75, the third prize $50, the fourth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes, a fifth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes, the sixth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes.


*"And what did you say, Johnny?"* Aunt Betty asked him to come out and help her out in the kitchen.

"I told him I'd stop if nothing happened," Mr. Jones replied.

Lion, Make-up: "How would you like to be in my hit parade?" Steward—"No, I. stay on terr, and the boy and, more fe, or long terr."

"Shall I have the habit of work?"—Ex. Bellamy.

While in college laugh and the world laughs with you. Loaf and argue when one gains the habit of work.—Longfellow.

"You know who this is?"

"No, but I think I know the name."

Each class. The first prize is $100, the second prize $50, the third prize $25, and the fourth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes, the fifth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes, the sixth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes.


*"And what did you say, Johnny?"* Aunt Betty asked him to come out and help her out in the kitchen.

"I told him I'd stop if nothing happened," Mr. Jones replied.

Lion, Make-up: "How would you like to be in my hit parade?" Steward—"No, I. stay on terr, and the boy and, more fe, or long terr."

"Shall I have the habit of work?"—Ex. Bellamy.

While in college laugh and the world laughs with you. Loaf and argue when one gains the habit of work.—Longfellow.

"You know who this is?"

"No, but I think I know the name."

Each class. The first prize is $100, the second prize $50, the third prize $25, and the fourth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes, the fifth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes, the sixth a year's subscription to the Journal des Hautes Etudes.

**PRETTY SHOES!**

Pretty shoes make pretty feet. Our shoes are leaders in style and never have a high price. See them in the big store on the hill.

E. B. Ney & Son.

**FORTHCOMING EVENTS**

\[\text{FORTHCOMING EVENTS}\]

"What do you think of the Mas-\[\text{FORTHCOMING EVENTS}\]

"What do you think of the Mas-
Coolidge Approves Rockingham Idea

President Coolidge has approved the legislation of the Rockingham Board of Health and Civil Service Commission to convert the inoperative farmlands into forests.

The bill, which the president has signed, will meet the needs of the people of Rockingham County for a proclamation giving April 24 to 30 "American Forest Week."